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News from The Ear Trust & The Yorkshire Auditory Implant Service

Message from Jane ….

Hello again everyone,
The Team continues to be busy both at work and at home!
Nicola, Audiologist, now has her lovely twins and is due back to work in the
near future. Sadly, though, she won’t be staying for long as she is moving
further ‘up North’ to be nearer to her Mum. Obviously we understand but
we’ll all miss her. Good luck Nicola! Sally, Audiologist, will be starting her
maternity leave at the end of the year. We wish her all the very best too and
look forward to meeting the new baby in the not too distant future.
We also have some new Team members…..
Welcome to Mr Simon Carr, our new Consultant ENT Surgeon who is now
working with us bringing a wealth of experience from other areas in the UK and
Toronto, Canada! We also welcome Kishwer our new Technician who will hopefully be starting
her new role in a few weeks’ time. She actually has a cochlear implant so this will add an
important new dimension to our Team.
Do say ‘hello’ to them when you are next in the department.
Supporting Deaf People Near and Far...
In the last issue we reported on all of the good work being done that Mr Strachan, Prof. Raine and the
Team bringing cochlear implants to Malawi, supporting both deaf adults and
children.
Mr Khan is providing practical help and expertise for deaf people in Pakistan by
taking his knowledge and skills to the cochlear implant centre there. He is heavily
involved in the charity in the region providing cochlear implantation for hundreds
of patients.
Mr Khan will be working for 2 months in Pakistan followed by 2 months at BRI for
the foreseeable future. We hope to keep you up dated with all of the work that
Mr Khan will be doing and wish him well and we are delighted that we will still be
seeing Mr Khan at BRI.

OUT OF HOURS EMERGENCIES
Please ring the BRI switchboard (01274-542200)
and ask for the ENT Registrar on Call
only in the case of medical Emergencies.

Why Not Tell Us …
If you would like to tell us about your achievements or
your children’s and you would like it in HearSay then
please let us know. It’s so nice to be able to let
everyone know your successes.
We would also like to hear your comments on articles in
HearSay so do get in touch.

Check out our website for further information: www.Yais.org .uk & www.eartrust.org.uk
Contact YAIS tel: 01274 364853 Text: 07966 447408 email ycis.helpline@bthft.nhs.uk

Lost Processors
This year we have had to replace a further 17 lost processors. This is a cost
to the department of £85,000 as each replacement processor costs £5000.
This is a significant amount of money which impacts on the service and the
NHS as a whole. Therefore we ask you to take special care of your
equipment to help us spend NHS money responsibly. Please treat your
processor(s) and equipment as if they are your property and yours to replace
if they got lost or damaged.
If you would like to insure your cochlear implant system, you can add it to
your household insurance as a named item or there are details of an insurer
who specialises in insuring cochlear implant systems on the BCIG website
(www.bcig.org.uk)

What Apps?
Many parents have favourite Apps they use for
listening activities with their children.
Could you email
angela.cordingley@bthft.nhs.uk with
details of any Apps you think would be useful
to share with
other families.
We will collate them for the next Hearsay
issue.
Many Thanks
The TOD team
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Rechargeable Batteries
The new generation of behind the ear processors all have the option of rechargeable batteries. Therefore we are providing
these as routine to new users and at upgrades to be more environmentally friendly and because they offer a more constant
power supply, particularly in demanding listening situations.
We do understand that the battery life is often shorter with the rechargeable option, but we always ensure that you have enough
spares to get a whole day of listening. Therefore our current advice is that you should only use the disposable battery option as a
‘back up’ in situations where charging the batteries is not possible.

Your invitation to contribute
to the CUSP Project
Did you know that UK cochlear implant centres recommend hearing aids
for some children who would be offered implants elsewhere? Guidance
about which children should use hearing aids or implants varies from
country to country. This is partly because there is not enough good
evidence to say what is best for each child.
Resolving this issue is important to me and has inspired me to start a PhD. I am working with Audiology departments
to find children whose hearing falls close to the cut-off currently recommended in the UK by NICE. I want to discover
how children are getting on with their implants or hearing aids and to learn about families’ experiences. I hope that
the results will help hospitals and governments around the world to decide, which children would hear better with
cochlear implants or hearing aids.
I need families to be involved at every stage, and here is where I hope you can help! I would like to put together a
team of parents/carers who would be happy to check over surveys I write and give me feedback on them, give me
their opinions on the kinds of listening tests I should use with the children and advise me on travel expenses and arrangements which would encourage families to take part. I would really value input from parents to make sure that
I am asking the right questions and looking into the most important aspects of children’s listening and development.
Would you like to be a part of the CUSP team? You could join in remotely via phone or email, or if you chose to visit
in person for e.g. a group discussion with other advisors then your travel expenses would be reimbursed.
If you have a child with hearing loss and would like to help, please get in touch with me at catherine.killan@nottingham.ac.uk. Thank you!

Spares and Repairs

Dementia Study Update…...

Contact Andy or Shazia directly by ringing the Spares/ Repairs Direct Line on 01274 364300 or email the helpline on
ycis.helpline@bthft.nhs.ukthe he
Please can you return all broken or
faulty
equipment in the
envelope provided.

We reported on YAIS’ involvement with the international
study on hearing loss and dementia in the last HearSay.
YAIS is the only implant team in the country to be
involved with this study which is a privilege. Individuals
aged over 55 years of age are needed for the study and
YAIS have been requested to recruit 30 individuals who
have a severe to profound hearing loss.

Please Note:
If you phone for spares after 3.00pm they won’t be posted until
the next working day.
If you phone Friday after 3.00pm they won’t go in the post until Monday.

To date we have now recruited 32 people to take part.
We would like to thank them for helping to gain more information in this important area of dementia and cochlear
implants. Thank you to everyone who is taking part in
this study, it is truly appreciated.

Professor Chris Raine - Chairman of The Ear Trust Charity would
like to thank the Yorkshire Building Society for their long standing
support over many years.
Their most recent cheque for £1,000 was donated to the children who
have Cochlear Implants and the staff were delighted to purchase
several items for the children.
The Ear Trust Charity has been in existence for over 28 years and has
been responsible for the building of The Listening for Life Centre at
Bradford Royal Infirmary.
The work of the fundraising goes on to upgrade and purchase items
that the NHS cannot remit, so the commitment of so many local
businesses to support our events is very much appreciated.
Many thanks again to the Staff at Shipley Branch of YBS –

YOUR SUPPORT
Cochlear implantation has proven itself to significantly
help the majority of patients get access to sound - most
with remarkable results. Originally all the implants on our
unit were funded by the Ear Trust and eventually via the
NHS with the Ear Trust continuing to support equipment,
clinical research, training and patient workshops. Your
continued support is much appreciated.
We keep receiving donations from so many kind people
who have connections to our patients – these are for Big
Birthdays – Wedding anniversaries- sponsored runs –
and all kinds of fundraising ideas. We also receive lots of
donations in lieu of flowers at times of bereavement. We
have also received a donation from Judith Hay in her will
of £1,000.
All of these are very much appreciated and help to keep
The Ear Trust in funds to renew equipment etc etc at
YAIS.
“A special Thank You from Professor Raine – Chairman”
A big Thank You to Graham Lever – who cycled from
Manchester to Blackpool & raised £339 for his grandson
LAYTON CORRIS who is a CI user and doing very well –
Well done Graham

Pic shows: Kellie Leach & John Burton of Shipley Branch Yorkshire Building Society and Breeda Barry- The Ear Trust.
Possible changes to the NICE Guidance….
As you know, cochlear implant centres in England have to use the
NICE Guidelines when assessing adults and children for possible
cochlear implantation. At the current time this Guidance is under
review. The actual specification relating to hearing levels may be
changed and the required use of BKB sentences for adult assessments may be amended. We certainly support the changes and will
keep you up to date when we know more.
Chris and Jane

A Warm Welcome to The LFLC
Get your name on a plate and help us to fundraise
for The Ear Trust – all children love to see their name
outside the building on their visits to clinic.

An excellent Christmas gift at £35.00.364853

Current Research
One can never get away from “cost benefit” of treatments. A special study has been designed and approved by stringent research authorities to look at how a Cochlear Implant might have influenced quality of life and employment issues during adult life. A questionnaire has been designed and posted out to all our eligible patients. We thank those
who have returned them and urge others to send them back as soon as possible. We plan to send a reminder out as
well but we hope to look at the social impact the CI’s could have had. All responses are anonymous so do take
part. We might be in a better position to help more or even try and get bilateral implants for adults and not only for
children.

Many thanks to all patients and their families who raise money for The Ear Trust

Christmas Cards

Brave Girls!
These 4 brave girls with beautiful long hair have not
only helped the Ear Trust but also people who have
lost their hair through cancer treatment.

Please support The Ear Trust by buying
a pack of 10 beautiful Christmas cards
for £2.99
There are 8 lovely designs to choose
from, pick a pack up on your next visit!

Keevey, who has had her cochlear implants for 4
years, and her three sisters cut their amazing hair to
raise money for the Ear Trust.

They all still look gorgeous with their new hair styles.
They met with Professor Raine and Mr Strachan to
hand over a cheque for £345 in September. The cut
hair is to go to an organisation who make wigs for
people who have lost their hair through cancer
treatment.
Many thanks girls
you look wonderful
and we are very
grateful for your
donation.

Note from Breeda - We receive many donations which are not acknowledged here but for
which we are most grateful. You know who you are—many thanks.
If you have raised funds or would like to raise funds for the ‘Listening For Life Centre’ please contact
Breeda Barry 07815 753677
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